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How can we increase vaccinations?
• Two studies:
• Randomized Study: Adaptive SMS messaging experiment in a

population of roughly 140,000 persons who had not yet been vaccinated
despite having the opportunity. A null result.

• Observational Study: Non-bipartite matching and sensitivity analysis in
samples from multiple online surveys to learn about descriptive social
norms and vaccine intentions. A strong result.
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How to reach those not yet
vaccinated: SMS Messages?
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How to reach and motivate those not yet vaccinated?
RIDOH keeps a list of people who have had a COVID test who have no
record of COVID vaccination (in early May 2021 about 160,000 people).
Our task was to help RIDOH spur those people to vaccinate.
One COVID and several seasonal flu studies suggested simple
message reminders can increase uptake ( Dai et al. (2021); Lee et al. (2020);
Milkman et al. (2021); Regan et al. (2017); Yokum et al. (2018) )

Some flu studies showed no effect or declining effect. ( Glanz et al. (2020);
OES (2021); Shmidtke et al. (2018); Yudin et al. (2017); Chen et al. (2020) )

No study reported reduced vaccine uptake due to message
reminders.
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Stages of the Project
• 19 April 2021: Vaccines available for everyone 16+ in RI.
• 25 May 2021: ~140,000 had not been vaccinated (RIDOH database).
• RIDOH Researchers: Interviews in diverse places in RI suggested di erent
messages should would di erently.

• TPL: The behavioral science literature suggested a variety of messaging approaches
(building on u vaccination literature, including work by another policy lab, the OES
http://oes.gsa.gov )

• Positive e ects from “A vaccine is waiting for you.” (Dai, 2021) (Feb 2021, UCLA
Medical System)

• RIDOH+TPL created 8 messages for use in an RCT.
• RCT would be adaptive to focus on overall vaccinations as well as learning across
arms (Kasy and Sautmann).
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Intervention Design: Policy Lab+RIDOH Collaboration
A message from the Rhode Island Department of Health: ...
1. Ownership (baseline
prompt)

A COVID-19 vaccine is available for you. Click here for all the ways to claim your free dose:
health.ri.gov/myvaccine

2. Safety

More than 150 million people across the nation from diverse backgrounds got the COVID-19 vaccines.
They are very safe. [baseline prompt]

3. Pros of vaccination
(implicit choice): no
hospitals

Vaccines are extremely effective at preventing bad COVID-19 outcomes. [baseline prompt]

4. Epistemic humility + pros We don’t fully understand why some people with no medical conditions have bad COVID-19 outcomes.
of vaccination (implicit
But we do know that vaccines mostly prevent these outcomes. [baseline prompt]
choice): no hospitals
5. Access

A free COVID-19 vaccine is available for you at CVS, Walgreens, or Stop & Shop and sites across the
state. You don’t need an appointment, insurance or other documents. [baseline prompt]

6. Family concern

Keep your family safe. [baseline prompt]

7. Social proof

Over 600,000 Rhode Islanders have already been vaccinated against COVID-19. [baseline prompt]

8. Social proof + family
concern

Keep your family safe and join the 600,000 Rhode Islanders who have already been vaccinated against
COVID-19. [baseline prompt]
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Evaluation Design
162,504 R.I. adults not known to be vaccinated
as of May 25*
Randomly assigned to
● one of three weeks (4-5 day intervals)
● day of week within iteration
● one of 9 conditions (8+no message) within
day (probabilities of assignment to
messages changed each week)
Study period:
● May 25, 2021—June 14, 2021
● *Study ended 1 day early (after
randomization).
● *Final N = 142,428 (~20k randomly assigned
to last day but no messages sent).
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The “Safety”
Message

A message from the Rhode Island
Department of Health:
More than 150 million people
across the nation from diverse
backgrounds got the COVID-19
vaccines. They are very safe. A
vaccine is available for you. Click
here for all the ways to claim your
free dose: health.ri.gov/vaccineinfo

Adaptive randomization via ε-bounded Thompson Sampling

Increasing probability of assignment for well-performing messages should increase overall
vaccinations versus continuing to send less-well-performing messages. Holding some assignment
probabilities fixed (1) increases statistical power for tests comparing arms and (2) protects us from
bad bets. See Kasy and Sautmann.
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Results: Tiny Differences vs No-message

Differences in proportions vs no-message condition estimated using the design of the study to guide weighting and
uncertainty estimation (day weights, Neyman/HC2 standard errors). No multiple testing adjustment since no p<.05. Analysis plan
pre-registered at https://osf.io/pkhae/ .
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How to interpret this?
Efficacy of messages decays with time from policy rollout?
Previous studies targeted beginning of policy rollout:
Dai et al. (2021) COVID
Lee et al. (2020) seasonal flu
Milkman et al. (2021) seasonal flu
Yokum et al. (2018) seasonal flu

messages sent 1 or 8 days after eligibility notice
messages sent beginning of flu season September 13, 2016
messages sent September 20, 2016
letters mailed September 30, 2014

One study tracking response over time showed decline:
Chen et al. (2019) seasonal flu

letters mailed in October > November = December = January

Why? (We don’t know.)
-

Novelty early?
Oversaturation/annoyance later?
Floor effects?
Messages don’t change structures (transportation, time, money); Messages don’t change
motivation; Messages don’t change strongly held beliefs)
So, only a limited number of people without structural, motivational, or belief barriers susceptible to
messages and they respond to messages without delay.
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Conclusions
1. SMS messages didn’t hurt but also didn’t help
.…maybe because it was too late in the COVID vaccine rollout: most messagesusceptible people already vaccinated?
2. Policy consequences:
Don’t depend on text messaging for adults who still haven’t been vaccinated.
Maybe send SMS messages NOW for child vaccinations or booster. (Especially
target families who have vaccinated in the past?)
3. Rapid, adaptive evaluations of public health interventions are doable
Policy partners are eager to learn broadly but also eager to vaccinate locally.
Adaptive experimental designs with messages that combine insights from literature
and local interviews promise learning plus impact.
See the code: https://github.com/thepolicylab/COVID-SMSExperiment
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Extra Slides for SMS Study

OES flu vaccination portfolio

Kappes, . . . Yokum et al. (2021 in press). Lessons for COVID-19 vaccination from eight federal government direct communication evaluations. Behavioral Science & Policy.
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Letter A

Letter B

May 7-13, 2020; N = 5000
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December 11-23, 2020—first vaccines had just been approved
N = 500, blocked on party ID
Getting vaccinated against the
coronavirus is important for the health
and wellbeing of your family.

Getting vaccinated against the coronavirus
is important for the health and wellbeing of
your community.

Several vaccines are under consideration for
authorization by the FDA, but they will go to high priority
groups first. If you are interested in learning which groups
are likely to receive the coronavirus vaccine first, click
see the list to read the state’s recently released
guidelines showing who can get vaccinated when. If not,
please click continue to go to the final questions on the
survey.

Several vaccines are under consideration for authorization
by the FDA, but they will go to high priority groups first. If
you are interested in learning which groups are likely to
receive the coronavirus vaccine first, click see the list to
read the state’s recently released guidelines showing who
can get vaccinated when. If not, please click continue to go
to the final questions on the survey.

Overall:
(CMH test, p = .06)

29% clicked

22% clicked
Hesitant subset (didn’t choose “may” or “definitely” will get vaccinated):
(CMH test, p = .009)
26% clicked
13% clicked
No demographic differences by condition
Rabb, Glick, Houston, Bowers, & Yokum (2021). No evidence that collective-good appeals best promote COVID-related health behaviors. PNAS, 118(14) e2100662118.
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Iteration 1

• Simple

proportions
getting
vaccinated in
each arm.

• Binomial

Ensemble 95%
CI (Park &
Leemis 2019)

•

Grey vertical line
= proportion
vaccinated in
control (without
any message)

2021-05-25

2021-05-26

2021-05-27

2021-05-28

Social proof+family concern
Social proof
Family concern
Access
Epistemic humility+no bad outcomes
Preventing bad outcomes
Safety
Ownership
Control
0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06

Proportion Vaccinated
Iteration 2

2021-06-02

2021-06-03

2021-06-04

2021-06-07

2021-06-08

Social proof+family concern
Social proof
Family concern
Access
Epistemic humility+no bad outcomes
Preventing bad outcomes
Safety
Ownership
Control
0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06

Proportion Vaccinated
Iteration 3

2021-06-09

2021-06-10

2021-06-11

2021-06-14

Social proof+family concern
Social proof
Family concern
Access
Epistemic humility+no bad outcomes
Preventing bad outcomes
Safety
Ownership
Control
0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06

Proportion Vaccinated
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Lessons

• Even if brief messages can speed actions by those who already have

motivation (Dai et al ndings about one week after vaccination eligibility in
Feb 2021), they might not create motivation among those resisting
vaccination (our study in May of 2021).Brief messages also might diminish in
their e ects over time (as shown by Chen 2019).

• Our design should have (1) put more messages where they would have most
e ect, (2) protected us from bad chance discoveries (holding part of the
sample in the xed probability arm), and (3) maintained our power to detect
e ects.

• See the code: https://github.com/thepolicylab/COVID-SMSExperiment
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Current vaccination data

De-identification
Zayid assigns
unique IDs to
current list of
people not known
to be vaccinated

Re-identification
Zayid associates
randomized IDs
with phone
numbers

Randomization
Kevin assigns
unique IDs to
conditions

A message from the Rhode Island
Department of Health:
More than 150 million people across the
nation from diverse backgrounds got the
COVID-19 vaccines. They are very safe.
A vaccine is available for you. Click here
for all the ways to claim your free dose:
health.ri.gov/vaccineinfo
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Send out
Amit and Tanner
associate messages
with conditions and
send via CodeRED

Roots of vaccine acceptance/
resistance: Descriptive Social
Norms?
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Descriptive norms and vaccination intentions
Many studies of norms and health
behavior: (Asch, 1951; Cialdini et
al., 1991; Jachimowicz et al., 2018;
Schultz et al., 2007). Public health in
general (Sheeran et al., 2016;
Christakis & Fowler, 2013)
vaccination (Bruine de Bruin et al.,
2019; Kumar et al., 2012). COVID-19
Oriented (Agranov et al., 2021;
Moehring et al., 2021; Sinclair &
Agerström, 2021; Thaker, 2020),
wash their hands (Goldberg et al.,
2020; Lees et al., 2020), wear masks
(Pei et al., 2020), stay at home (Lees
et al., 2020), and social distance
(Bicchieri et al., 2020; Charles et al.,
2020; Goldberg et al., 2020; Hagger
et al., 2020; Pei et al., 2020; Rudert &
Janke, 2021; Tunçgenç et al., 2020).
But few vary the reference group.
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Online YouGov Surveys

• Study 1 Sample: November 10-17 (500 Rhode Island residents & 1,000 non-RI US residents)
and December 11-20, 2020 (500 RI residents only). First round of vaccination in RI occurs
with rst responders etc Dec 11.

• Study 2 Sample: March 18-31, 2021 (500 RI residents & 1,000 non-RI US residents).
Vaccination for all 16+ in RI begins 19 April.

• Perceived social norms asked of all : “How many people in ____ do you believe will

de nitely get vaccinated? (Give your best estimate.)” with ____ = “your network of family
and friends,” “your neighborhood,” “your city or town,” and “your state.” Study 2 added
perceptions of three partisan groups (“How many Republicans/Democrats/Independents do
you believe will de nitely get vaccinated?”).

• Own Vaccination Intentions:
• Study 1: “If and when a coronavirus vaccine becomes available, will you get vaccinated?”
(1 = De nitely won’t, 2 = Maybe won’t, 3 = Not sure, 4 = Maybe will, 5 = De nitely will).

• Study 2: Intention=1 if vaccinated or or responded “De nitely will” when asked “Are you
going to get vaccinated for coronavirus as soon as it’s possible to do so?”
fi
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Research Design Challenge
• Problem(s): (1) Confounding biases

(ex. Age, Gender, Party,…), (2) linear,
additive adjustment in multiple
regression is not transparent enough
for policy recommendations.

• Ideal Solution: Randomize perceptions
(Maybe not so ideal for interpretation.
But ideal for removing the Party →
Perceptions, etc.. relationships.)

mean(Intentions[Perceptions=0]) - mean(Intentions[Perceptions=1])
coef(lm(Intentions~Perceptions))

≠τ

≠τ

• Pragmatic Solution: “hold constant”
by strati cation

• Execution: (1) Organize the data into

pairs that are exactly the same on
party, gender, race and very similar en
age, income, etc. (“non-bipartite pair
matching”). (2) Evaluate the matched
design using a randomized standard of
comparison.

What about coef(lm(Intentions~Perceptions+Age+Gender+Party))? Is that
enough to give us a good estimate of τ?
How to communicate that “+Age+Gender” is su cient to remove their
e ects from τ? (Why not Age^2? Or Age^3*Gender? Or
I(Age==19)*Gender+I(Age==20)*Gender? Etc..)

ffi
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How to approximate an experiment?
Pseudo-code using designmatch (Zubizarreta et al 2018):
# Calculate general covariate distances between people:
mhdist_mat <- mahalanobis_distance(c(“age”,”ideology”,”family
income”, “missing family income”, “trust in science”,…))
# Represent other aspects of the design:
farlist <- “don’t match people who perceive same.”
nearlist <- “require pairs to differ by no more than this”
c(agegood = 9.5, ideo5_Imp = 2.5, educ = 1,…))
# Pairs should be identical on survey, …
exact_covs_list <- c("survey", "dem_rep_oth", "female",
“race_new")
# Find the pairs
res <- nmatch(dist_mat = mhdist_mat, far = farlist, near =
nearlist, exact = exact_covs_list,…)
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Study 1 Evaluation of the design
Relationships between perceptions and covariates consistent with a
randomized experiment.

Orig Data: N=1992
Paired Data: N=890
(445 pairs)
Omnibus test of
balance across all
covariates p = .6
(Hansen & Bowers,
2008)

Lower
Higher
adj.diff
Perceiver Perceiver

3.05
49.17
6.36
3.73
3.94
0.77
3.93
0.30
0.07
0.20
0.80

3.00
48.82
6.34
3.77
3.96
0.77
3.93
0.31
0.06
0.20
0.80

-0.05
-0.35
-0.02
0.04
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.00
0.00
0.00
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std.
diff

p

-0.04
-0.02
-0.01
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.00
0.02
-0.02
0.00
0.00

0.31
0.16
0.84
0.30
0.13
0.65
1.00
0.68
0.69
1.00
1.00

padj var

1 Ideology
1 Age
1 Family Income
1 Education
1 Trust in Science
1 COVID Know
1 COVID Subj Know
1 Religiosity
1 Missing Family Inc
1 Missing COVID Know
1 Missing COVID Subj Know

Study 2 Evaluation of the design
Relationships between perceptions and covariates consistent with a
randomized experiment.

Orig Data: N=1497
Paired Data: N=996
(498 pairs)
Omnibus test of
balance across all
covariates p = .99
(Hansen & Bowers,
2008)

Lower
Perceiver
3.08
50.33
6.11
3.71
2.25
3.90
3.48
0.50
0.11

Higher
Perceiver
3.11
50.30
6.14
3.69
2.25
3.91
3.49
0.51
0.12
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std.di
adj.diff
ff
0.03 0.02
-0.03 -0.00
0.02 0.01
-0.02 -0.02
-0.00 -0.00
0.01 0.01
0.00 0.00
0.01 0.03
0.01 0.02

p padj var
0.41
0.86
0.77
0.67
0.94
0.58
0.94
0.58
0.67

1 Ideology
1 Age
1 Family Income
1 Education
1 Trust in Govt
1 Trust in Science
1 Covid Subj Know
1 Religiosity
1 Missing Family Income

Results: Differences in perceptions and differences in intentions
Reps among Dems
State

Dems among Reps

Reps among Reps
City

Dems among Dems

State
Neighbors

City

Neighbors
Family/Friends

Family/Friends

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

Average Effect of 1 Unit Difference of Perceptions (scale 0 to 6) on
Vaccination Intentions (scale 1 to 5) (and 95% CI)

0.5

0.0

Average Effect of 1 Unit Difference of Perceptions on
Vaccination or Vaccination Intention (and 95% CI)

Di erences estimated using least squares conditional on pairs. 95% CI using Neyman/HC2 SEs.
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Sensitivity of our results to unobserved confounders (u)?
⌧

<latexit sha1_base64="5fCZ+u+/IQykXP0cS7vQxe/WijA=">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</latexit>

⇤

• One result assuming “as-if randomized”
within pair: H0 : τ0 = 0, p < .0000001
(Study 1, E ect of Family/Friends).

• If there were a u (or u = f(x1, x2, …))
how big would we need Δ or Λ to be in
order to change p<.0000001 to p>.05?
ff
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Sensitivity of our results to unobserved confounders (u)?
⌧

<latexit sha1_base64="5fCZ+u+/IQykXP0cS7vQxe/WijA=">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</latexit>

⇤

• One result assuming “as-if

• A sensitivity analysis for the family/friends perception: ( =

randomized” within pair:
5, = 19 in Study 1; = 3.6, = 8 in Study 2)
H0 : τ0 = 0, p < .0000001 (Study
1, Efecto de Family/Friends).
• What might u mean (more pseudo-code here:)?

• delta_model <-

logit(perceive_more~u,fixed_effects=~pair)
• If there were a u (or
coef(delta_model)[“u”] > 5
u = f(x1, x2, …)) how big would we
lambda_model <•
need Δ or Λ to be in order to
logit(intend_more~u,fixed_effects=~pair)

change p<.0000001 to p>.05
(Rosenbaum & Silber 2009)?

coef(intend_model)[“u”] > 19
𝛬

𝛥

𝛬

𝛥
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⌧
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⇤

• One result assuming “as-if randomized” • A sensitivity analysis for the family/friends perception:
within pair: H0 : τ0 = 0, p < .0000001
( = 5, = 19 in Study 1; = 3.6, = 8 in Study 2)
(Study 1, Efecto de Family/Friends).

• The weakest Perceptions → Intentions

• If there were a u (or u = f(x1, x2, …))
how big would we need Δ or Λ to be in

relationships would need an unobserved covariate
with at least = 2.6 and = 3.3 (for perceptions of
state-level norms in Study 1) and at least = 2.3 and
= 2.1 (for perceptions of city-level norms in Study
2).

order to change p<.0000001 to p>.05
(Rosenbaum & Silber 2009)?

𝛬

𝛥

𝛬

𝛥

𝛬

𝛥
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𝛬

𝛥

Sensitivity of our results to unobserved confounders (u)?

Lessons
• We provide evidence in favor of the theory that perceptions of descriptive
social norms contribute to intentions

• Broad Policy implications for public health campaigns:
• “In-groups” matter.
• More intimate and local groups matter more than broader and more di use
groups.

• Right now, among Republicans, Republican in-group matters.
• Speci c ideas for next steps? (Hoping for a randomized eld experiment with
some policy intervention. Stickers?)

• See the code: https://github.com/thepolicylab/COVID-VaccinesSocialNorms

ff
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Summing up the two studies
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What did we see?
• A large SMS RCT on a population and an important null result
• Methods innovation: We adapted probabilities of assignment for part in
order to maximize policy goals (vaccination).

• An observational study constructed from multiple cross-sectional surveys and
important positive result.

• Methods innovation: We created a research design to approximate a pairrandomized experiment on key covariates.

• Methods innovation: Sensitivity analysis to guide a conversation about
unobserved confounders.

• Projects driven by questions from policy makers adding to the behavioral
science literature.

• Methods and literature from the social and behavioral sciences (and statistics)
helping answer these questions.
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Other ways to get involved
• Policy Labs in the USA:
• The O ce of Evaluation Sciences (within govt)
• The Lab @ DC (within govt)
• The Policy Lab @ Brown. (within a university)
• California Policy Lab (within a university)
• Other models:
• King County (many di erent external academic partners coordinated loosely)
• EGAP (network of mostly academic political scientists plus practitioners)
• J-PAL (network of mostly academic economists)
• Ideas42 (non-pro t contractor)
• MDRC, RAND, Abt, Mathematica, Deloitte, McKinsey (other contractors)
• CSBS @ Illinois and IGPA @ Illinois
ff
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